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Welcome to OnGuard 2023.

As a leading security brand in the sport of cycling OnGuard is retooling to go 

beyond. For 2023 we’re harnessing the DNA of Magnum Industries design and 

engineering power to further expand the OnGuard brand in the cycling world. 

This year we are proud to introduce 34 new locks and accessories that you and 

your customers will truly love. With over 20 years’ experience, OnGuard makes 

accessible products for every cyclist and continues to lead the way.

BAGSLIGHT SETS PHONE MOUNTS CYCLING SHORTS
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Helmets

Pro 24 Grey & Pink Helmet  |  8707
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Women’s Pro Grey/Pink Bike Helmet - Perfect for the cyclist that commutes or simply 
rides for fun. 24 large vents for increased air to flow through the helmet, keeping you cool and 
comfortable. Precise fitment is achieved with OnGuards universal dial fitment system. The helmet 
is made with an EPS foam with in-mold polycarbonate shell, and an Integrated visor for sun 
protection. Comfort padding in the helmet is soft, removable and washable. Overall, the OnGuard 
helmet offers superb protection in a lightweight, attractive and affordable design.

Light-up Smart Helmet  |  8708
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Black Universal Dial Fit Light-Up Bike Helmet - Ride and Be Seen! Perfect for the cyclist that 
commutes or simply rides for fun. Integrated visor provides sun protection. 17 large vents for increased 
air to flow through the helmet, keeping you cool and comfortable. A precise fit is achieved with our 
universal dial fit system and comfortable and secure adjustable nylon chinstrap. Additionally, the helmet 
has a built-in rear LED light that helps the traffic behind you know that you are there. The rear LED light 
offer 2 modes to choose from (constant and flashing). Overall, the OnGaurd “light-up” helmet offers 
superb protection in a lightweight, attractive and yet, affordable design.
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Pro 24 Black Helmet  |  8711
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Pro Black Bike Helmet - Perfect for the cyclist who commutes or simply rides for fun. 
24 large vents for increased air to flow through the helmet, keeping you cool and comfortable. 
Precise fitment is achieved with OnGuards universal dial fitment system. The helmet is made with 
an EPS foam with in-mold polycarbonate shell, and an Integrated visor for sun protection. Comfort 
padding in the helmet is soft, removable and washable. Overall, the OnGuard helmet offers superb 
protection in a lightweight, attractive and affordable design.

Light-up Road Helmet  |  8710
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Light-Up Bike Helmet - Perfect for the cyclist that commutes or simply rides for recreation. 
21 large vents allow for massive amounts of air to flow through. A precise fit is achieved with our 
universal dial fit system. Additionally, the helmet has a built-in rear LED light that helps the traffic 
behind you know that you are there. The rear LED light offer 3 modes to choose from (constant, 
flashing and chasing). Overall, the OnGuard”light-up” helmet offers superb protection in a 
lightweight, attractive and yet, affordable design.

Pro Sport 300 Helmet  |  8709
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 55-58cm (8+ Years)

OnGuard Pro Sport youth 55-58cm Bike helmet suitable for ages 8+.  22 large vents for increased 
air to flow through the helmet, keeping you cool and comfortable. The helmets dial fit system and 
adjustable straps allows you to adjust the helmet to your individual head especially during the 
growing years. Plus, there’s an integrated visor for sun protection. Perfect for youth riders and it looks 
cool too. Universal colour way for boys or girls, biking/cycling, MTB/Mountain Bikes, electric bikes 
or scooters. Overall, the OnGuard helmet offers superb protection in a lightweight, attractive and 
affordable design.

Flight 24 Helmet  |  8717
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 55-58cm (8+ Years)

OnGuard Flight 24 is perfect for cycling. 24 large vents for increased air to flow through the helmet, 
keeping you cool and comfortable. The helmets dial fit system and adjustable straps allows you 
to adjust the helmet to your individual head especially during the growing years. Plus, there’s an 
integrated visor for sun protection. Perfect for youth riders biking/cycling, MTB/ Mountain Bikes, 
electric bikes or scooters. Overall, the OnGuard helmet offers superb protection in a lightweight, 
attractive and affordable design.
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Ultra Light Adult Helmet  |  8713
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Ultra Light Adult / Youth Bike Helmet - An extremely lightweight helmet. Includes built-
in rear red LED lights for high visibility. Be extra comfortable with our Universal Sure-Fit Helmet 
Padding. The helmets in-mold construction bonds the outer shell to the inner foam core resulting in 
a higher quality construction and premium finish. The light easily switches modes from constant/
flashing/off with a push and the Long lasting lithium battery is easily replaced. Great for biking/
cycling, MTB/ Mountain Bikes, electric bikes or scooters.

Ultra Light Youth Helmet  |  8712
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 55-58cm (8+ Years)

Rose Light Up Ultra Light Helmet  |  8716
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Rose Gold Light Up Adult Bike Helmet - An extremely lightweight helmet. Includes built-
in rear red LED lights for high visibility. Be extra comfortable with our Universal Sure-Fit Helmet 
Padding. The helmets in-mold construction bonds the outer shell to the inner foam core resulting in 
a higher quality construction and premium finish. The light easily switches modes from constant/
flashing/off with a push and the Long lasting lithium battery is easily replaced. Great for biking/
cycling, MTB/ Mountain Bikes, electric bikes or scooters.
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Axis MTB Helmet  |  8714
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 58-61cm (14+ Years)

OnGuard Axis helmet is perfect for all cycling adventures. 22 large vents for increased air to flow 
through the helmet, keeping you cool and comfortable. The helmets dial fit system and adjustable 
straps allows you to adjust the helmet to your individual head especially during the growing years. 
Plus, there’s an integrated visor for sun protection. Perfect for youth riders biking/cycling, 
MTB/ Mountain Bikes, electric bikes or scooters. Overall, the OnGuard helmet offers superb protection 
in a lightweight, attractive and affordable design.

Mirage Exo Helmet  |  8715
Size:  Suitable for head sizes 55-58cm (8+ Years)

OnGuard Mirage Exo youth bike helmet possesses a unique exo-shell matte surface for extra 
protection. Made with bonded construction for superior design and 14 vents for maximum cooling. 
Its integrated visor keeps the sun out of your eyes and can be adjusted to different angles. For added 
safety, the reflector on the back of the helmet helps others see you more clearly from behind. 
Don’t worry about fit, our helmet is fully adjustable. Great for biking/cycling, MTB/ Mountain Bikes, 
electric bikes or scooters.
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Manta Pro Bike Light Set (Rechargeable)  |  8700
OnGuard Manta Pro Bike Light Set – Includes a front and rear light to see and be seen. The USB 
rechargeable front light comes with a whopping 200 lumens of brightness and three different modes 
(High, Eco/Low, Flash). The front light thas 3 modes (High, Eco, Flash) that has up to a 64 metre 
beam distance. The USB rechargeable rear light has 8 lumens LED light bar technology with 2 modes 
(Full/Flash). The battery life is wonderful plus rechargeable and no tools are needed for attachment.

Manta Deluxe 2.0 Bike Light Set  |  8701
OnGuard Manta 2.0 Deluxe Bike Light Set – Includes a front and rear light to see and be seen. The 
front light comes with a splendid 100 lumens of brightness and three different modes (High, Eco, 
Flash). That allows for up to a 45 metre beam distance. The rear light comes with 6 lumens and two 
modes (Full, Flash). The battery life is wonderful, they are all included and no tools are needed for 
attachment.

Light 
Sets
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Mobile Phone Mount  |  8720
Finally, you can have an easy way to securely mount and interact with your phone while riding your 
bike. The OnGuard Bicycle Handlebar Phone Mount expands and adjusts to fit most phones, even 
ones that are plus-sized. It has a strong ball joint and can rotate back, forth and spin which allows 
you to position your phone for the best viewing angle. It can hold your phone in either portrait or 
landscape views. The phone mounting mechanism is universal, easy and convenient. 
The additional silicone safety web ensures an extra tight grip on your phone to prevent it from falling 
off. This adjustable phone mount fits most bikes and handlebar sizes with no tools necessary for 
installation. Stay connected at all times, enjoy your music and monitor your speed and trip data while 
on your ride.

Premium Mobile Phone Mount  |  8721
Premium has finally arrived! No more phone mounts that let your phone fall out and break or mounts 
that lose position with a single bump in the road. The OnGuard premium bike handlebar phone mount 
is adjustable and sturdy to fit many types of phones all with a simple and easy-to-use turn dial. Rest 
assured that there are no tools needed for installation or removal. Don’t worry about compatibility, 
it even fits on all types of bike handlebars and holds your precious phone securely with inset rubber 
grips! It also fits most phone models and sizes. Need to grab your phone after a ride or on the go? 
Well, we thought of that with our quick release lever, easily take your phone out. Aesthetically we let 
your phone shine with our minimalistic design, avoiding unnecessary bulk on the handlebars allowing 
for more space for other gadgets or your hands.

Phone 
Mounts
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Pumps

Air Storm 100 Floor Pump  |  8702
Pressure: Up to 100 psi

OnGuard Air Storm 100 psi Bike Pump – A storm is brewing. The Air Storm 100 is the perfect at 
home pump with it’s wider barrel for faster inflation so you can easily inflate bike tyres, balls and 
inflatables. Suitable for both Schrader and Presta type valves. A large handle for easy use and comes 
with a ball needle and inflatable adaptors 

Smart Bike Pump  |  8703
Pressure: Up to 80 psi

OnGuard Smart Pump packs a full-sized floor pump into a more compact size. Allows you to move 
more air per stroke than most other pumps. The folding feet and compact pump handle allow for this 
pump to be easily packed in your car or in your bag for easy transportation when out and about with 
your bike. The pump head comes with Schrader valve and adapters for use with presta valves, sports 
balls and inflatables. Ideal for wide tyre bikes that inflate up to 80 psi.
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HP 140 Floor Pump  |  8704
Pressure: Up to 140 psi

OnGuard HP 140 features a sturdy steel barrel and base, extra long hose and large easy to read gauge 
help make it a great choice for home or workshops. Complete with a dual pump head at the end of 
a 70cm hose. Techno-polymer pump handle provides greater comfort and a non-slip grip. An extra 
large 2.1-inch gauge features large easy to read numbers on the gauge to highlight your desired PSI 
number. The pump is capable of reaching 140 psi and is excellent for using with high pressure bicycle 
tyres. Also included with the pump is a pair of adapter needles for use with sports balls or inflatables.

Alloy Mini Pump  |  8706
Pressure: Up to 80 psi

OnGuard Alloy Mini Bike Pump. A super lightweight alloy barrel pump with alloy handle that inflates 
up to 80 PSI tyres. Convertible pump head works with both Schrader and Presta type valves.  Bottle 
cage mounting bracket enables mounting to frame. Comes with sports ball needles..

PUMPS

HP 120 Floor Pump  |  8705
Pressure: Up to 120 psi

OnGuard HP 120 features a sturdy steel barrel and base, extra long hose and large easy to read gauge 
help make it a great choice for home or workshops.  OG-Switch pump head at the end of a 78cm hose 
instantly adapts from Presta to Schrader valves with the flick of a lever. Techno-polymer pump handle 
provides greater comfort and a non-slip grip. An extra large 2.75-inch gauge features large easy to 
read numbers on the gauge to highlight your desired PSI number. The pump is capable of reaching 120 
psi and is excellent for using with high pressure bicycle tyres. Also included with the pump is a pair of 
adapter needles for use with sports balls or inflatables.

Smart Pump Pro with gauge  |  8737
Pressure: Up to 80 psi

OnGuard Smart Pump Pro packs a full-sized floor pump into a more compact size. Allows you to move 
more air per stroke than most other pumps and with a built in pressure gauge ensuring you get the 
right PSI needed for your tyres. The folding feet and compact pump handle allow for this pump to be 
easily packed in your car or in your bag for easy transportation when out and about with your bike. 
The pump head comes with Schrader valve pump head and adapters for use with presta valves, sports 
balls and inflatables. Ideal for wide tyre bikes that inflate up to 80 psi.
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Alloy Universal Bottle Cage with Velcro Strap  |  8718
The OnGuard Universal water bottle bike cage can be mounted to most tubes on your bicycle allowing 
you to increase the amount of water that you can bring with you on your rides. 
The unique Alloy bottle cage has the ability to be mounted in 3 different positions so the water bottle 
can be removed from the center position or changed to a left or right-handed bottle cage for smaller 
frames or bikes with limited area to mount a bottle cage. The universal mounting block can be 
removed if you would like to mount this bottle cage directly to your factory bottle cage mounts.

Pulse Bottle Cage  |  8719
The OnGuard Pulse water bottle cage has a tough thermoplastic construction. Ideal for all types of 
terrain, even the steepest ones, as it firmly holds the bottle in place, all the while maintaining great 
adaptability to the shape of the bottle, with easy insertion and extraction.Bottle 

Cages
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Premium Cycle Pack  |  8722
The OnGuard Premium Bike Accessories Pack - The 7-piece set gives you the essential items for an 
enjoyable ride on your bicycle. A 47-lumen front and 4 LED rear light provide visibility to see the road 
ahead and light to be seen and with batteries included. A durable 710ml BPA free plastic water bottle 
and cage provides you with a great way to carry your water. The set also includes a bag that easily 
attaches to the underside of your bicycle seat allowing you to carry any essential items. Also included 
is a high-pressure alloy mini pump with a convenient frame mounting bracket that allows you to 
inflate your tyres wherever you might need. Lastly, included is a U-Lock to protect your bicycle when 
away.

Bicycle 
Packs

Bicycle Starter Pack  |  8723
The OnGuard 6-Piece Bike Accessories Starter Pack - Includes six essential items to help you get your 
bicycle ready for your rides. The kit includes a mini hand pump with folding T-handle that allows you 
keep your tyres properly inflated. The convenient frame mounted bracket holds the pump so you 
can bring the pump along with you. Also included is a front and rear LED light set. Both lights have 
multiple modes (constant and flashing) to help you be seen when out on the road. The wide mouth, 
590ml water bottle with reinforced plastic water bottle cage allows you to carry your water and stay 
hydrated during your ride. Lastly, the kit includes a 150cm long, self-coiling keyed cable lock so you 
can lock up your bike while you step away.
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Lock On Mountain Bike Grips  |  8734
Color: Black

Lock On Mountain Bike Grips  |  8735
Color: Blue

Lock On Mountain Bike Grips  |  8736
Color: Red

OnGuard Lock on bike handlebar Grips - Ideal for BMX, MTB or most commuter style bikes. These grips are easy to install and prevent your grip from slipping or spinning. Andozied lock rings. Easy to install with 
a 3mm allen key included.

Bike 
Grips
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Sport 1.5 Hydration Bag  |  8729
OnGuard Outdoors Hydration Bag 1.5 Litres -  An ideal way to stay hydrated while enjoying the 
outdoors. Constructed to be durable and comfortable all day long. There is 1 large main compartment 
with an external zipper and a separate hydration bladder sleeve, which allows you to easily carry extra 
food, tools, or other critical items to make sure that you have all that you need for your journey. The 
pack also has an external mesh pocket with a reflective trim to conveniently hold your energy bars 
or mobile phone.  Housed inside the zippered hydration sleeve is a 1.5-litre hydration bladder made 
of BPA-free PEVA material ensuring a clean and pure taste with automatic shut off valve to prevent 
leakage and a high volume bite valve with dirt and dust protection

Light-Up Hydration Bag  |  8724
OnGuard Smart Light-Up Bike bag and Outdoors 1.5 Liter Hydration Bag - Ideal way to stay hydrated 
and carry some essential gear while enjoying the outdoors. Now you can be seen in low light 
conditions. Compartments allow you to easily carry extra food, tools, or other critical items to make 
sure that you have all that you need for your journey. Housed inside the zippered hydration sleeve 
is a 1.5-litre hydration bladder made of BPA-free PEVA material ensuring a clean and pure taste 
with automatic shut off valve to prevent leakage and a high volume bite valve with dirt and dust 
protectionBags
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Top Tube Bike Bag with Removable Sleeve  |  8726
OnGuard Top Tube Bike Bag - Perfect for keeping your smartphone and essential items close at hand 
during your ride. It’s excellent for everything from casual riding to touring and all-day rides. The pack’s 
size is ideal for numerous items like smartphones, wallets, energy bars, sunglasses and more. The 
phone pocket fits phones up to 6.5 inches long and three inches wide. Heavy-duty materials and a 
sealed zipper help keep your items safe from the elements.

Deluxe Under the Seat Bag  |  8728
OnGuard deluxe seat bike bag  is ideal for carrying 
a spare tube, tyre levers, multi-tool, keys and 
some spare cash on your ride. Its premium weather 
resistant fabrics make sure it will last. Features 
quick on/off hook and loop straps that make it easy 
to take the bag off as necessary. It is time to go 
deluxe and enjoy the ride.

Triangle Bag  |  8730
The OnGuard triangle bag fits perfectly in your bicycle 
frame. It adds a huge amount of storage with an 
internal pocket perfect for you. Even better, Easy toi 
nstall with no tools required. OnGuard reflective logo.

3 in 1 Bike Bag  |  8727
OnGuard 3 in 1 Bike Bag is what the title says, 3 different bags in one. It converts from handlebar to 
rack bag to shoulder bag. As easy as 1-2-3. All you have to do is first, unzip the bag to open it. Second, 
pull on the inner strap and third, it is a rack bag! Perfect for riding on your bike or taking your items 
with you. We got you covered at all steps along your ride. Now you only need 1 bag! Quick and easy 
conversion gives you extra-large storage. It has a touch screen compatible phone sleeve and an outer 
zippered pocket for easy access. And you can take it with you by simply disconnecting it from your 
bicycle and attaching the shoulder strap. 

Smart Charge Phone and Storage Bag  |  8725
OnGuard Smart Phone Charge Bike Bag - Lets you store, use and charge your 
phone all at once. USB compatible, containing a rechargeable and removable 
battery so you can charge your phone while you ride. Constructed of durable 
water repellent fabric. It has a large touchscreen compatible window on 
the top of the bag, so you see your phone and still utilize your touchscreen 
functions. There is an elastic strap on the bottom of the bag that holds the 
included 2000mAh lithium-ion rechargeable battery in place. There is ample 
room to also store your keys, wallet, and snacks.
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Comfort Cycling Shorts 
S-M  |  8731
Size: Suitable for waist sizes 28-32”

Comfort Cycling Shorts 
L-XL  |  8732
Size: Suitable for waist sizes 32-36”

Comfort Cycling Shorts 
XL-2XL   |  8733
Size: Suitable for waist sizes 36-40”

OnGuard Unisex Bike Shorts - 
The power of comfort. Isn’t one 
of the worst parts of riding being 
uncomfortable or sore, well don’t suffer. 
OnGuard unisex bicycle shorts let you 
keep riding with comfort and ease. 
 They are designed with an ergonomically 
molded pad to ensure additional 
comfort. The shorts are made of form 
fitting spandex/nylon, so the shorts 
will mold to your body while still being 
breathable and comfortable. The shorts 
also have silicone grippers molded into 
the legs of the shorts to help prevent 
riding up during exercise. Extend your 
ride while feeling great.

Cycling 
Shorts
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